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KEN ONG; Answers received 18 April & 21 April
1. Principally, how will you serve South Yarra Residents? If I am elected the Lord Mayor, I
do have the responsibility to serve every part of the City of Melbourne. South Yarra is very
similar to East Melbourne, North Melbourne, Carlton and Kensington in terms of its history
and built form. I will serve each of these areas to my best ability in the areas of ameniKes,
core services, open spaces, parking availability, community support services, Planning
regulaKons and protecKon and the ground level infrastructure such as streets and footpaths.
In the area of Planning, I advocate a review of the Planning Scheme covering all the non-CCZ
areas as it has been many years since the last review. While densiﬁcaKon has been
concentrated in the CCZ areas, it is Kme to preserve the other areas in terms of density rules
as well as the Design and Development Overlays of these areas such as height, density, and
heritage and neighbourhood character. Speciﬁcally for South Yarra residents in the City of
Melbourne, I will convene a reference Group of the MSYRG representaKves with key Council
departments to idenKfy the key issues, understand the causes and then develop an acKon
plan which is then put into the Council Plan for implementaKon, including any budget
allocaKon required. If elected, I will personally be siUng in this Reference Group, but not as
the Chair. I will listen, have inputs but the ﬁnal decision will be a group decision and the
Council Oﬃcers will jointly prepare the ﬁnal recommendaKons with MSYRG agreement.
2. From whom will you accept and not accept dona>ons? I have said to all my supporters,
mostly my friends, that I will not be accepKng donaKons even though some sKll want to. I
have informed them that their names will be published for any donaKons. I have not asked
anyone for donaKons. The media has labelled me the Millionaire candidate which is
unfortunate. It took 25 years of hard work and toiling by my late wife and I to build up our
business to make it a success. Envy poliKcs and envy journalism is unfortunately what we in
public life have to suﬀer.
3. Will you disclose full details of each dona>on as it is received. If I do receive any donaKons,
I will make them public as it is received. At this stage, I have received one donaKon of $2000
from Dominic and Daria Lai, who have been long-Kme friends and a small donaKon from my
Sister-in-law from Sydney.
4. How will you deal with the established ‘Doyle Team, its mee>ngs outside council and block
vo>ng? If I am elected LM, there will not be a "team Doyle" majority. I will encourage all
voKng to be for the best interest of Council and not for any individual Councillor's interest,
irrespecKve of which team they belong to. If there is any clear "block" votes, from the Team
Doyle Councillors, I will have to call them out in the meeKngs. The Lord Mayor being the
Chair of the FMC meeKngs and the Council MeeKngs dos have the privilege to make remarks
if deemed necessary. I am not afraid to call it as I see. The Lord Mayor is a servant of the City
and not the Lord of the city.
5. Having regard to the business gerrymander, what will you do to ensure residents are
listened to and supported? It is my belief that the business gerrymander is not as inﬂuenKal
as it used to be. In 2008, when the total voter base was about 86,000, it was clear that
businesses had a big say. In 2012, the voter base increased to about 110,000 and I know that
while more businesses were started in the city, there were more residents in that total voter
number. In this current by-elecKon, the total voter list came to 143,772. I think now, the
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resident's vote is much higher than the business vote. Hence, one of my policies is to reintroduce NoKce Rights in the 6 CCZ zones. The reason for the introducKon of NOT giving
noKce, some 20-something years ago was when the State Government had an agenda to
make sure developments in the city were not stopped, appealed or slowed down. I believe
that aher the last 12 years of growth in Melbourne, it is Kme to change the rules. This is
something Council can do and I will push for this with the Councillors.
In my role previously as Chairperson of Planning, I had one basic rule. The applicaKon must
comply with the Planning Scheme rules. My engineering background inﬂuences my thought
and decision process. Comply with the rules or something bad will happen. I have also
realised that our planning rules may have been wriien at a Kme when Melbourne did not
face so much change and these rules now cannot cope with the pressures of a growing city.
So, a review of the Planning Scheme rules must be done as soon as possible. That I commit
to making happen even though it could take 2 years of the remaining 2.5 years of this term.
6. Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and planning
decisions that give priority over ‘development at any cost’ Please see my response to 5
above. Yes we must get cracking on this as soon as possible. While the Council Budget for
2017/2018 is preiy much set, new acKons without large budget impacts can be started. So, I
will work with the Councillors and current Chair of Planning to start the process and if it does
not happen, I will start the process by a NoKce of MoKon.
7. Who will you give your preferences too? When I discovered that there were 14 Candidates
and was informed the rule change about the preference arrangement, my iniKal response is
great. Now I do not need to make any preference deals especially with people I do not even
know. I informed my former colleague Rohan Leppert this decision of mine. With Jennifer
Yang, whom I have known for many years and considered a friend, her decision to run in this
elecKon aher resigning from Manningham Council back in 2011 to contest a Senate seat for
the Labor Party, surprised me and many of our mutual friends. As a friend, I informed her
that I will have no choice but to give her my ﬁrst preference if there was such thing under
these new rules, even though she would not be my ﬁrst choice. I will recommend through
my website and social media that I will also recommend Gary Morgan as number 3 and
Rohan Leppert as number 4 and for the voters to number the remaining boxes in their own
choice. Gary Morgan and Rohan are probably the only 2 of the other 13 who would have
suﬃcient knowledge and experience about this city and its key challenges. I see that this
elecKon is about the best candidate with experience and understanding of our city, a track
solid record and Integrity. It should not be about the best deal maker in preference deals,
which is the domain of the poliKcal hacks. This is Local Government in the Capital City. Not
the poliKcal arena of the State and federal parliaments. While I am a Liberal, and I consider
myself a progressive Liberal, I have for the previous 8 years as a Melbourne City Councillor,
leh my Liberal hat at the front door of Melbourne Town Hall.
I know this may look like a long response but this City of ours is not just about one Ward and
the role of Council is to consider all its disKnct parts and make sure that every part is treated
with a high level of service and a high level of respect for its people.
8. What relavent management/leadership or other experience do you have? Added on 28th
April. I noKced that there is one new quesKon about experience and leadership. I think I
should provide a wriien response as well. For management experience, I would cover two
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parts. Firstly during my professional career in Ericsson Australia which started in 1983. I had
achieved a Bachelor of Engineering from Monash University in 1982 with a double Major Electrical Engineering and Computer Systems Engineering. Among a number of middle and
senior management posiKons, I was promoted to Manager of System IntegraKon in 1987 and
then in 1989, further promoted to Head of Customer Services Department for Pac-Rim which
includes providing Technical support experKse to Australia, New Zealand, PNG, Fiji, Tonga,
Western Samoa and Norfolk Island.In 1990, I headed the Task force for the joint Telstra Ericsson World's Best Network Performance project and lead the team of 40 experts to
achieve World's Best Network for Telstra in 1991. Then I was promoted to Head the
InformaKon System Services Unit and became a member of the ExecuKve Team (top 10 in
Ericsson Australia) In 1992, I completed my MBA at RMIT which was a 3-year part-Kme
course.In 1994, I then became General Manager of the Telecom Management System
Business Unit for Ericsson in Australia and New Zealand and built this unit into a long term
business. IN 1997, I became General Manager of Ericsson Global Services for Australia and
the Expert for Global Services in the Asian Region excluding China and Japan. In 1999, 2000
and 2001, my Australian Global Services BU achieved Top 10 status for 3 consecuKve years
out of 90 market subsidiaries.Towards the end of 2001, I took on the role as General
Manager of Business Improvement for Ericsson Regional Services, with the objecKve of
achieving a 20 per cent improvement in Financial performance and technical eﬃciency for
the Regional Support Centre.The targets were achieved in 9 months and I then resigned to
focus on my own business. In all these roles, achieving high performance is not just about
good management. It was also about providing leadership to highly skilled people to ﬁnd the
moKvaKon to perform beier through support and empowerment. This was leadership. From
a leadership perspecKve, I also want to focus on my work in the Community work that I have
done since 1985. Most of this work has in the Chinese Community. I want to highlight some
speciﬁc roles where I needed leadership to achieve great results.First in the Chinese
AssociaKon of Victoria Inc. (CAV), I was part of the commiiee from 1986 and holding many
diﬀerent posiKons was voted into the role of President in 1998 and stayed for 4 years. The
CAV is a community organisaKon of 1500 members and I believed I provided good leadership
to pull together many volunteers to achieve many progressive acKons for the CAV. Since
1987, I was appointed to the Commiiee of the FederaKon of Chinese AssociaKons (FCA). In
1989, I was appointed to be the Chairperson of the Chinese New Year FesKval in Chinatown
unKl 2007. This role involved pulling together over 100 volunteers from over 30 diﬀerent
organisaKons to deliver the fesKval which airacts over
100,000 aiendees each year. That role calls for both excellent management and leadership
and also geUng the respect of the many diﬀerent organisaKons involved in the event
organisaKon and operaKons. Since 1996, I have been part of the Australian Chinese Events
Commiiee which organises the Chinese New Year Charity Ball. I am the Honorary Treasurer
as well as the event Manager, AucKoneer and the MC. Together with the Honorary Secretary;
we have for 22 years, led
this event and have raised nearly $600,000 which has been donated to many diﬀerent
worthy chariKes. In addiKon, in my private business of Child Care Services, together with my
late wife, we have built, owned and operated over 20 child care centres since 1994. In
operaKng our own business, besides needing good management skills to manage over 200
staﬀ , it also requires good business management skills as well as ﬁnancial management skills
to achieve business success and create wealth. Similarly, I apply these experiences of
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management and leadership skills, knowledge and experience into my other current role as
Chief OperaKng Oﬃcer of my other business of a Microbrewery in the Crah beer Industry.
Finally, while being an elected Councillor in the City of Melbourne from 2008 to 2016, I
chaired a number of porsolios and Commiiees.The most signiﬁcant were the Chair of Major
Projects, Chair of Planning, Chair of the Disability Services Advisory Board, Chair of People
and Culture, Chair of Economic Development, Chair of the
Melbourne Precincts Program while also being the Deputy Chair of Finance and Governance.
The role of the Chair can be either a nice Ktle or it can be one who leads from the front and
provides the team the support they need to achieve great outcomes. In most of these roles, I
believed I did achieve some very good results. In summary, I do have an extensive track
record in professional, business, community and public oﬃce roles where I have
demonstrated both my management and leadership credenKals.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

MICHAEL BURGE: Answers received on Saturday 21 April
1 Principally how will you serve South Yarra residents? Answer: Ethically, empathically and
responsively.
2 From whom will you accept and not accept dona>ons? Answer: Will not be receiving donaKons.
3 Will you disclose full details of each dona>on as it is received? Answer: Yes
4 How will you deal with the established “Doyle team” mee>ngs outside
council and block vo>ng? Answer: This quesKon clearly indicates that the MSYRG has experienced
disappointment in this regard. I will ensure your collecKve voice is heard. Explore other systems of
representaKon for resident groups.
5 Having regard to the business gerrymander what will you do to ensure residents are listened to
and supported? Answer: As a social scienKst I have the skills to challenge the spin, epistemology of
vested interests to make sure the principles of democracy are enacted.
6 Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and planning
decisions that give priority over “development at all cost”? Answer: Yes
7
Who will you give your preferences to? Answer: See www.aci.com.au
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Nathalie Nicole O'Sughrue Replies: Answers received Monday 23 April
1. What relevant management/leadership or other experiences do you have? StarKng in high
school I was voted Student RepresentaKve Council by my classmates several years running.
I have been in business management for the last 12 years, where I have coached many
companies to increase their revenue. I have coached sales and management staﬀ who have
gone on to become some of the top performing leaders in their ﬁeld.
It is no secret that I represented Australia InternaKonally where I was awarded the
Ambassador Award & Plasorm Award (for breaking sKgma on issues surrounding mental
health, single mums and others), Best in Interview, Miss Congeniality, and the InternaKonal
Ktle Ms Universal 2016. I was awarded the President Obama Volunteer Community Service
Award for my work on Mental Health as well. I led a movement internaKonally where
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women worldwide stood up against bullying within the modelling/ pageant industry and I
also publicly took on the modelling industry for their unrealisKc expectaKons regarding body
image standards and the eﬀect it is having on the youth.
2. When you vote to whom, and in what order will you give your preferences? At this stage I am
sKll ﬁnalising my preference order. The more I meet the candidates and hear what they have
to say, my preferences change. I am not voKng wholly on the promises they make but am
also taking into consideraKon their level of approachability, personality and overall
demeanour towards the public and other candidates. Our future Lord Mayor needs to be
someone who the public can approach and is able to speak with people of all walks of life. It
is not just their policies that will be considered
3. And this and any future elecKon, from whom will you accept donaKons and from whom will
you not accept donaKons. I am funding my campaign completely on my own and as such
have not been contacted by anyone for donaKons. If anyone does choose to contact me
regarding potenKally donaKng, it will be considered case by case. I am cauKous as to how
donaKons are viewed by the public and therefore will ensure I maintain my integrity in all
aspects.
4. Will you disclose full details of each donaKon as it is received and if not when? Of course. I
have nothing to hide.
5. How will you deal with the established “Doyle team”, its meeKngs outside council and block
voKng? I understand the new Lord Mayor needs to be able to work with everybody and be a
team player. If I was elected into the posiKon I am more than capable of working well with
anyone, having said that, if I was to ﬁnd anything untoward happening I would not stand for
that and would immediately quash it from happening moving forward. We need to restore
the faith the people have in our council and we can only do that by voKng in someone who is
prepared to hold people accountable and genuinely try .
6. Having regard to the business gerrymander what will you do to ensure residents are listened
to and supported? This is one of the very reasons I chose to run as a candidate. I AM a
resident who noKced that corporaKons and large business owners almost appear to be more
valued and have more say than the actual people and small business owners. The enKre
purpose of improving the City of Melbourne is to bring more people in. Whether they be
tourists or residents. What I cannot understand is why the people are not listened to as
much- they are the target demographic.
It is my plan to bridge the gap between the people and the council by being someone who
can bring them together to get the greatest possible outcome for all.
7. Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and planning
decisions that give greater priority to heritage issues over “development at any cost”?
I believe any current issues involving heritage and planning decisions needs to be reviewed
and all parKes involved need to come together to ﬁnd a suitable compromise.
I personally love all the older buildings and the history involved so it is something I would like
to review.
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Gary Morgan. Answers received Tuesday 24 April
1.
What relevant management/leadership or other experiences do you have? I have decades
of experience running Australia's largest fully owned market research company – Roy Morgan. Roy
Morgan was founded during World War II more than 75 years ago and has grown into Australia's
largest independent market research company with offices around Australia – and in several key
locations around the world. Roy Morgan has successfully weathered a competitive global
environment and provided employment to thousands of people. I know how business works and I
know how to make businesses work – and increasing the vibrancy of the Melbourne business
community underpins maintaining and increasing Melbourne's profile as 'open for business' and as a
hub for business, retail, education, health, the arts and tourism.
2. When you vote to whom, and in what order will you give your preferences? I am directing
my preference to Sally Warhaft and leaving the rest of the ticket open for electors to make up their
own minds. Sally and I agree on a key policy facing the City of Melbourne which is the
redevelopment of the Queen Victoria Market at a cost of over $250 million which could be better
spent improving services and amenities throughout the City of Melbourne rather than destroying the
character of the Queen Victoria Market and surrounds.
3.
At this and any future election, from whom will you accept donations and from whom will
you not accept donations. No. I do not accept donations. As a successful businessman I am not
beholden to any special interests that are directing my policy by providing funding
4.
Will you disclose full details of each donation as it is received and if not when? As I do not
accept donations this question holds no relevance.
5.
How will you deal with the established "Doyle team", its meetings outside council and
block voting? There won't be a "Doyle team" if I win. Robert Doyle's influence on council will be
diminished and extinguished with a new Lord Mayor at the helm.
6.
Having regard to the business gerrymander what will you do to ensure residents are
listened to and supported? I will move immediately as Lord Mayor to push the State Government to
allow the residents to have 2 votes for councillors as is now the case for businesses. If this proposal is
rejected I will make an application to the electoral commission and the State Government that
residents of Melbourne are allowed to elect councillors specifically for their residential areas
7.
Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and planning
decisions that give greater priority to heritage issues over "development at any cost"? Yes.
Absolutely. Issue No. 1 is the Queen Victoria Market and stopping the proposed $250 million
redevelopment that will ruin the Queen Victoria Market's heritage and the culture of Melbourne's
major icon –the Queen Victoria Market.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Rohan Leppert answers received Tuesday 24th April
1 What relevant management/leadership or other experiences do you have?
I have been a Melbourne City Councillor for 5 1/2 years and understand the power dynamics
at the Town Hall very well. I have a deep knowledge of all areas of Council. I am endorses
as a Lord Mayor candidate by Lecki Ord, our first woman to hold the office of Lord Mayor in
1987. She is firmly of the view that the greatest chance for good governance at Town Hall is
to elect someone who understands the culture of the place, and the principles of good
governance and transparency. I'm a Green but have a strong track record of working
collaboratively and maturely with colleagues across the political spectrum, but always in the
public interest. I am a current director of the Municipal Association of Victoria and a past
director of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.
I have also been a music teacher for 14 years -which I suppose takes a different but equally
important type of leadership!
2. When you vote, to whom, and in what order will you give your preferences?
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Preferences are a matter for voters, and I encourage all voters to determine their own order
of preferences. For those voters that wish to follow my suggested preferences,
my published how to vote guide suggests: 1 Leppert; 2 Warhaft; 3 Yang; 4 Poon; 5 Sfetkidis;
6 Downing; 7 Watson; 8 Ong; 9 Burge; 10 O’Sughrue; 11 Morgan; 12 Xie; 13 Capp and 14
MacDonald.
3. At this and any future election, from whom will you accept donations and from
whom will you not accept donations? I have never taken any donations from any
developers or the gambling industry, and never will. My election campaign is being funded
by donations from individuals.
4. Will you disclose full details of each donation as it is received and if not when?
I have been reporting my donations online at www.melbournecitygreens.com/
campaignfinance I believe that all voters should have access to this information for all
candidates.
5. How will you deal with the established “Doyle team”, its meetings outside council
and block voting?I will collaborate with all Councillors with respect and honesty. A
significant increase in the decisions made by Council in open session, as opposed to being
made under delegation where soft power plays a larger role, will shine a light on Council’s
decision-making processes and hold all of us accountable. Transparency in decision-making
is the single biggest improvement to be made in City of Melbourne governance, I believe. As
Lord Mayor I will lead by example.
6.Having regard to the business gerrymander what will you do to ensure residents are
listened to and supported? I have been a resident of the City of Melbourne my entire adult
life, including a short stint living on Millswyn St. The City of Melbourne is more than just its
CBD, and our next Lord Mayor must govern for the entire municipality. I will be available to
the Melbourne South Yarra Residents Group and establish regular listening posts within our
suburbs to demonstrate and deliver direct access for residents.
7.Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and
planning decisions that give greater priority to heritage issues over “development at
any cost”? Yes. I have worked closely with the Melbourne South Yarra Resident Group and
heritage advocates across Melbourne to strengthen our local heritage policies and gradings
in the Melbourne Planning Scheme. It is outrageous that our heritage controls across the
municipality mostly stem from 1982- 5 studies, and we are now undertaking more heritage
work than any time since then due to the11 heritage reviews and planning scheme
amendments that I have commissioned since being elected as a Councillor.
Complete information about my candidacy and policies is available at
www.melbournecitygreens.com

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
.

Bruce Poon; Answers received 25 April
1. What relevant management/leadership or other experiences do you have? I have worked as
a Project Manager and CEO in the IT industry for 30 years. This involved budgets in the tens of
millions of dollars and management of many people. It also involves the management of companies
including all aspects of finance, marketing, operations, etc. I have also co-founded a charity that runs
expeditions in the developing world for up to 120 people, and I have led those expeditions, notably
the first one, the Millennium Expedition for Young Australians. I have graduated in the Army Reserve
as a Lieutenant. I am a fellow of the Williamson Community Leadership Program, undertaking a year
of learning in 2002. As the President of the AJP, I am privileged to lead a group of hundreds of
volunteers and thousands of members in our pursuit of political power for non-human animals.
2. When you vote to whom, and in what order will you give your preferences? This is an
unusual election in that, unless we are to print How To Vote cards and distribute them at our own cost,
our preferences will not be shown. Therefore, this question is largely not relevant...every voter should
decide for themselves how they wish to mark their preferences. The only exception to this from my
point of view is that, as I have indicated on my candidate statement, if you are voting to support the
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rights of animals, you should preference Rohan Leppert highly, because he has a good understanding
and commitment to these issues.
3. And this and any future election, from whom will you accept donations and from whom
will you not accept donations. The party will accept donations but have received none for this
campaign. We would be loath to accept donations from industries / corporations that cause animal
suffering (but it is also quite unlikely they would want to donate to us!). I do not accept donations, nor
would I as Lord Mayor.
4. Will you disclose full details of each donation as it is received and if not when? Yes, but see
above.
5. How will you deal with the established "Doyle team", its meetings outside council and
block voting? Party lines or bloc voting is an established feature of the Australian (and most) politics.
The Doyle Team can continue to meet outside council and, if so, I would negotiate with them as a
bloc where necessary. Like all established parties / blocs, they are accountable for their decisions. At
least with a new Lord Mayor, they would not have an absolute majority, and decisions could be
passed without them.
6. Having regard to the business gerrymander what will you do to ensure residents are
listened to and supported? I support an end to the gerrymander, as well as term limits for Lord
Mayor. There should be opportunities for the entire council to present to and listen to constituents in
each suburb. One example might be to organise additional sessions of council that revolve throughout
the different parts of the city. Such a mechanism is particularly important given the lack of wards.
7. Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and planning
decisions that give greater priority to heritage issues over "development at any cost"? There is
a need for balance. "Development at any cost" is not an appropriate mantra for a council, but
neither is "heritage at any cost".

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Sally Capp; Answers received on Monday 30 April 2018
1 Principally how will you serve South Yarra residents? If I’m fortunate to be elected Lord
Mayor, I am committed to being a strong advocate across the entire City of Melbourne, not
just the Central Business District. The part of South Yarra that’s incorporated into the
municipality is a beautiful and historic part of Melbourne. If elected, I look forward to working
with residents and businesses there to quickly address local issues, protect amenity and
improve services.Importantly, I’m running as an independent candidate, meaning that if I
win, I will arrive in office without owing any favour or having any obligations to the big
political parties. It means I can approach each issue on its merit, and do the right thing by
local ratepayers.
2 From whom will you accept and not accept donations? I am fundraising with the support of
family and friends. The majority of donations have been small amounts from these personal
supporters. I have not and will not accept donations from property developers, ensuring
there are absolutely no conflicts of interest if I become Lord Mayor. Unlike other candidates,
I don’t have the support and resources of a political party behind me. Our fundraising has
been to cover the types of costs that would normally be covered by political party machines
such as a small campaign team, a direct mailout and posters.
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3 Will you disclose full details of each donation as it is received? I will absolutely be abiding
by the regulations requiring donation disclosure and intend to comply within the timeframes.
I am engaging an independent accountant to verify my donations and provide full disclosure
in line with legal requirements.
4 How will you deal with the established “Doyle team” meetings outside council and block
voting? If elected I would never vote as part of a block. It’s worth pointing out that the
remaining members of Team Doyle no longer has a majority, and therefore cannot swing
issues on their own. As such, issues and initiatives will need to be considered on their merits
by all Councillors – a good thing for the democratic process on Council. As Lord Mayor, I will
use my leadership position to manage open and inclusive discussions, encourage
constructive debate for the purpose of identifying better outcomes and working towards
transparent consensus-based decision-making
5 Having regard to the business gerrymander what will you do to ensure residents are
listened to and supported? I will personally attend regular residents’ forums to discuss issues
openly and welcome feedback to inform Council decision making. I have previously
announced the concept of a Residents Panel to advise on planning applications and issues
prior to any decisions being made by Council. The details on how this would work need to be
finalised but this push to promote early engagement with residents can only empower locals
who want the best for their area. Regarding the rules around businesses voting in the
election, a review has been undertaken by the Council to look into the matter. Regardless of
the outcome, I will support one vote, one person/business.
6 Will you support urgent steps being taken to protect our remaining heritage and planning
decisions that give priority over “development at all cost”? I do not support unbridled
development. The priority needs to be sustainable and liveable communities. Heritage has a
major role to play in our communities as we respect and learn from our past. I have been
working on the City of Melbourne Heritage Review Group developing the heritage themes,
and recommending precincts and buildings that we should be preserving – as a way of
telling Melbourne’s extraordinary story. Following extensive consultation with South Yarra
residents, it’s clear there needs to be more certainty built into heritage protections and clarity
around which buildings are important for preserving the history of the area. This should be a
positive process with good results providing certainty for all. I also believe that engagement
with our built form is important for appreciation of our heritage and modern architecture, to
preserve the community’s interest in, and relationship to, those buildings and the role they
play in reflecting our values and shaping our communities. As such, I was involved in
establishing Melbourne Open House as a festival to celebrate our built form. It’s wonderful to
have watched as this initiative has grown over the past 10 years to be a major event in
Melbourne.
7 Who will you give your preferences to? The voters of Melbourne have the smarts and
passion to make their own choices about who they vote for. As such, I have no interest in
doing preference deals with other candidates. I am suggesting that you vote 1 for me and
then fill in every box in whatever way you see fit - to ensure that your vote counts.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Qun Xie ( Kelly) Open Letter received 1 May 2018
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Dear my fellow Melbournians. I put my hand up for the mayor job, because I care
about this city and all of you out there very much. Today, we face the toughest
challenges ever – cost of living, housing, jobs, childcare and schools, ageing, health
and security... Here, I have 10 point Action Plan to address the issues as your
Mayor:
1, Ensure everyone work at Melbourne city council has the highest ethical standards,
disciplined, hard working and united as one do good jobs to achieve the goals –
meet our community expectations.
2, Ensure childcare and medical centers, schools meet the demand of our
population.
3, Establish an A$ 1 billion "Melbourne Business Development Fund" to help our
business in needs, also encourage new technology and investments, big events and
more tourists to Melbourne.
4, Start a "Vegetable Basket" project, ensure enough vegetables are on offer to keep
you healthy.
5, Establish an A$ 200 million "Melbourne Education Fund" to help our students.
6, More community centers and volunteer groups for our ageing society with
improved service.
7, Team up with State Government and Victoria Police to start a "Residents Safety"
program, ensure our city on alert, safe and secure.
8, To solve the housing and homelessness, will team up and encouraging community
power - together will do at least 2 things:
A, will use PPP method (Public Private Partnership) to ensure we have more
affordable housing.
B, will establish a "Melbourne Rescue Center" – because no one deserve sleep
rough.
9, More trees and parks for us to feel cool in summer, children to play and elders to
enjoy sunshine.
10, Will set up a "mayor mailbox" also free "excises program", and "Melbourne
Music+Dance Week"," Food Track Week" in every season of a year and so on more
program, to encourage you active more and enjoy more of our city to keep you
happy and healthy regardless where you live - "cage" or "large".
Heritage is part of who we are today, also the soul and culture of a city; I'll do my
best to protect them. My goal is to make Melbourne not only the most livable, but
also the most enjoyable, most healthy, most happy and most smiling faces
everywhere in a city with prosperous – a unique city with strength and power to have
good influence to other – a beautiful better world -- one of the greatest city on earth!
Write 1 beside my name XIE,Qun which in No,1 place on your ballot paper to vote
for me to be your lord mayor and also work with me. Together we, Melbournians can
move mountains (any challenges). Wish every smooth and success for this election.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Jennifer Yang emailed a thankyou letter including comments on 3 May.
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….I would like to express my gratitude for holding your recent ‘Meet the Mayoral
Candidates’ forum. It was a great event and I was honoured to have the opportunity
to answer questions and hear which issues are the most important to South Yarra
residents. Among many of the issues your members raised, I believe that
homelessness is the biggest issue currently facing our City. That’s why if elected
your Lord Mayor, I will work with the Salvation Army to build the Father Bob Refuge
for Women and Children. This refuge will provide essential accommodation for
women and children who often need accommodation to be stabilized before being
transitioned into permanent housing. Thank you again for giving me the platform to
have a meaningful discussion with South Yarra residents. I welcome any further
ideas your members may have and can be reached on 0427906100.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Answers have not been received as of 3 May from
Sally Warhaft (apologised as thought only should do if not attending meeting)
Luke Downing
Alex McDonald
Allan Watson
Katie Sfetkidis
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